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ABSTRACT

The problem of textured image segmentation upon an
unsupervised scheme is addressed� Until recently� there
has been few interest in segmenting images involving
possible complex random texture patterns� It is also
a fact that most unsupervised segmentation techniques
generally su�er from the lack of information about the
correct number of texture classes� Therefore� this num�
ber is often assumed known a priori� On the basis of the
so�called SEM �Stochastic Expectation Maximisation�
algorithm� we try to perform a reliable segmentation
without such prior information� starting from an upper
bound for the number of texture classes� The image
model �rst assumes an autoregressive �AR� structure
for the class�conditional random �eld� and in a further
step� a Markovian structure of the region process� The
application of this method on a textured mosaic is pre�
sented�

� INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is one of the important tasks in
computer vision systems� and many �elds of application
are concerned with it� including robotics� remote sens�
ing� medical imaging� etc� There exist various way of
segmenting images� and the main approaches are region�
based� contour�based and mixed �region�contour� tech�
niques� In this correspondence� we deal with the region�
based image segmentation problem� Therefore� the ob�
jective is to separate one image into disjoint regions�
within which the presence of homogeneous random �elds
is assumed� These regions may possibly have the same
average grey level and variance� but not the same spa�
tial distribution �second or higher order correlations��
i�e� the texture�
During the last two decades� there has been much inter�
est in image segmentation using Markov random �elds
�MRF�s�� leading either to supervised or unsupervised
techniques� However� most techniques assume region
conditional i�i�d random �elds� which obviously may not
correctly re	ect the correlation between adjacent pixels
that may occur in most practical situations�
Another fact is that most unsupervised techniques need

some prior knowledge about the number of texture
classes �be they correlated or not�� Also� the general
problem of unsupervised techniques is known as a clus�
ter validation problem 
���
A stochastic model�based technique is presented herein
for the segmentation of textured images which are pro�
cessed at two levels of resolution� following the method
developed by Cohen and Fan 
�� The �rst resolution
level consists in regularly spaced small�sized windows
taken from the original image and from which can be
computed i� the correct number of texture classes� ii�
features that will reveal the textural information and
iii� a rough but rather accurate �block�like� segmenta�
tion� The second image resolution level concerns the
pixel itself� using the above information to re�ne the
segmentation in an iterative scheme�
This method proceeds in three steps� First a causal non�
symmetric half�plane �NSHP� �D AR modeling of the
textured image is performed within possibly overlapping
windows covering the entire image� The second step uses
a stochastic version of the Expectation�Maximisation al�
gorithm� called SEM 
��� the purpose of which is �rstly
�classically� to estimate the parameters of identi�able
mixed distributions� i�e� the prior probabilities and the
parameters of the distribution of each texture class� and
secondly �less classically� to estimate the correct num�
ber of classes� This estimation scheme is performed on
the basis of previously computed AR features and is fol�
lowed by a rough image pre�segmentation� The third
step starts from both the original image and the pre�
ceding analysis with the aim to re�ne the segmentation�
assuming a Markovian structure of the underlying region
process and trying to recursively maximize the posterior
marginals�

� DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

��� First Step � Computation of AR features

vectors

The objective of this step is to produce a set of reliable
features descriptive of the textured nature of the image�
within regions as small as possible and throughout the
entire image� Various ways exist for texture feature ex�



traction� including non�parametric �Fourier transform �
based�� semi�parametric �co�occurrence matrix � based��
and parametric �Gauss�Markov or autoregressive ran�
dom �elds� techniques� The latter provide an interest�
ing way due to the reduced number of parameters used
to describe the texture�
In this work we use �D causal non�symmetric half�plane
�NSHP� AR modeling �see for example 
�� Chapter ����
mainly because of the linearity of the maximum likeli�
hood �ML� estimation of the parameters� Another im�
portant issue of image linear modeling for the following
lies in the asymptotic multivariate gaussianity of AR
parameters ML estimates 
��� Thus the textured image
model within a small window indexed by j is �
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where f��j��k� l�� �k� l� � �g are AR parameters� � is the
�D NSHP support of linear prediction� fw�j��m�n�g is
the i�i�d driving noise sequence with unit variance� �� �j�

represents the variance of the driving noise� and �
�j�
�

is a non�zero constant related to the positive mean of
the window� The computation of AR parameters ML
estimates from the observation fy�j��m�n�� � � m �
M � �� � � n � M � �g within window j is straight�
forward and simply requires the inversion of a covari�
ance matrix� At the end of this step is available a
set of AR parameters N �dimensional vectors f��j� �


f��j��k� l�g� ��j�� � �� �j��T � � � j � NWg� where NW is
the number of possibly overlapping windows�

��� Second Step � Application of the SEM Pro�

cedure

The Stochastic Estimation�Maximisation �SEM� algo�
rithm� just as the well known EM� is aimed at providing
the parameters of identi�able mixed distributions� say
the prior probabilities and the parameters of each distri�
bution� It also may be readily used in classifying data�
and in this way has been applied for the segmentation
of satellite images 
��� However� in this latter work� the
image model was rather simple� and consisted in regions
made of realisations of i�i�d random �elds the unknown
parameters of which were estimated by the SEM proce�
dure�
In our work� the entries of the SEM procedure are not
pixel values� but the AR parameter vectors obtained
previously� The SEM algorithm applied to this data is
then the following �

Step � � De�ne an a priori upper bound K for the
number of clusters and a�ect the same initial pos�
terior probability pij for each vector ��j� to belong
to each cluster i �

Step � � A�ect randomly each vector ��j� to cluster i
according to pij and estimate the prior probability

of each cluster pi by frequencies� If pi is below a de�
�ned threshold �for example� one percent of NW ��
suppress cluster i and redistribute the correspond�
ing vectors into other clusters �

Step  � Compute the mean vector �
�i�
� and the covari�

ance matrix �
�i�
� of each cluster �

Step � � For each vector ��j�� estimate the posterior
probability as �
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and then return to Step ��

Jointly and at each iteration of the SEM procedure�
it is possible to produce an image pre�segmentation
in form of a �block�like� labelled image� This pre�
segmentation is obtained following the marginal a poste�
riori mode �MPM� strategy 
��� i�e� one choses for each

��j� the cluster i� that veri�es

i� � arg
�
max

i
pij

�
���

The SEM procedure is ran out until convergence of pa�
rameter estimates� At the end of this second step� many
information is available about the textured image� i�e�
the correct number of classes� an estimate of texture
class priors� estimates of the texture class parameters�
and a rough image pre�segmentation� We are then in
position to re�ne the segmentation on a pixel�based ap�
proach�

��� Third Step � Final Segmentation

In a way to re�ne the segmentation from such available
information� many approaches may be used� such as the
maximum a posteriori �MAP�� the marginal a posteriori
modes �MPM�� the iterative conditional modes �ICM��
or contextual methods� Once again� we chose the MPM
technique� To insure a regularisation of the segmenta�
tion result� we assume a simple Markovian structure for
the underlying region process� In this model� prior con�
ditional probabilities are given by

Pr �label � i j � � �
exp �� uj�i��PK

l�� exp �� uj�l��
���

where uj�l� represents the number of neighbours of
site j having label l� and � is a given parameter
that governs the grouping of pixels with similar labels
within a de�ned neighbourhood� The objective being
to maximise the conditional a posteriori distribution
f �label�j� j label�k�� k �� j� y� which in the Bayesian
framework is proportional to the conditional density
f �y�j� j label�j�� � P r �label�j� j � �� it can be shown



that for each label �or texture class�� the posterior prob�
ability for pixel j to belong to texture class i is �
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where ei�j� is the di�erence between the observation and
its linear prediction by AR model i over site j� and ��i
is the variance of the AR model i� Thus the algorithm
is the following �

Step � � Starting from i� AR parameter estimates for
each texture class� ii� the pre�segmentation and iii�
a given � �

Step � � For each i � �� � � � �K and j � �� � � � �M �M
is the number of pixels or sites�� estimate pij from
��� �

Step  � Chose randomly� for each site j� a possible new
label i following pij �

Step � � Repeat from Step � until convergence� then
from Step � with and increasing value of ��

Starting from a low � parameter from one pass of the
second step to another allows mainly to compensate for
possible window misclassi�cation derived from the �rst
step while using rather correct estimates of conditional
model parameters� Note that the estimation of � is
made a non�issue herein and that it may be chosen rea�
sonably within the range 
���� ���
From a more general point of view� one can see that the
use of a regularisation model only in the �nal step avoids
the method to converge towards a local maximumof the
likelihood function as is a well�known drawback of the
ICM method� for example�

� RESULTS

In this Section� we present a segmentation result ob�
tained with this technique� An experiment is performed
with a Brodatz texture mosaic with known regions 
���
Figure � shows a �� by �� pixels image made of six
regions� each having one among four Brodatz textures�
During the �rst step� a texture feature extraction within
�� percent overlapping �� by �� pixels windows is per�
formed using a NSHP AR model with four parameters
�N � card��� � ��� In this experiment� these four pa�
rameters only are used for pre�segmentation� Thus we
run the SEM procedure with data consisting of ��� ��D
vectors� starting with an upper bound ofK � �� texture
classes� After ���� iterations of the SEM procedure� the
correct number of texture classes �i�e� K � �� is found�
and the pre�segmentation in Figure  is obtained� Note
that the correct classi�cation rate is better than �� per�
cent at this level of the method� which is yet satisfactory�
Then the �nal segmentation step is applied using the re�
sults previously obtained� i�e� the pre�segmentation and

the parameter vector of each texture class� The neigh�
bourhood of the underlying Markovian region process
is taken to be a second order one� and as such� for a
given site� is made of its eight nearest neighbours� The
parameter � was taken to ��� at the �rst pass and then
increased to �� by steps of ���� Each pass took � it�
erations of Step �� The �nal result is shown in Figure
�� A correct classi�cation rate of �� percent was ob�
tained for this example� Figure � shows the error map�
It can be pointed out that most misclassi�ed pixels are
closely related with region edges due to the breaking of
the adequate models and to the high prediction error
that occurs in this situation� This suggest the use of
some edge information for a further re�nement of the ��
nal segmentation step� Moreover� one should note that
suppressing the two last parameters in each ��j� makes
the pre�segmentation insensitive both to grey level shifts
and expands which may be useful in some applications�
On the other hand� the dimensionality of texture fea�
tures is a key problem� due to the large amount of com�
putations required to reach a stable solution�

� CONCLUSION

The unsupervised segmentation technique for textured
images presented here works on two levels for statisti�
cally homogeneous regions retrieval� The �rst level at�
tempts to extract texture features upon a window�based
�D AR modeling of the random �eld and as such may
be seen as a kind of pre�attentive vision procedure� The
second level allows to classify each pixel of the image
on the basis of the previous parameter estimates� This
method o�ers some advantages in comparison with oth�
ers available in the literature� Firstly it allows the esti�
mation of the correct number of texture classes due to
the use of the SEM algorithm which is found to pro�
vide other reliable information about the textured im�
age� Secondly� the textured nature of homogeneous re�
gions is taken into account via a modeling which is sim�
ple in essence and in the few number of parameters that
are needed to describe them� It is important to note
that other stochastic models for region�conditional tex�
ture may be used within this framework� such as Gauss�
Markov random �elds �GMRFs� or more general ones
such as non�causal autoregressive�moving average mod�
els �NCARMA��
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